
Hello 2015: Brazil’s inevitable adjustment

By Tony Volpon of Nomura Securities

The Brazilian economy is in a perilous state as it enters 2015. Economic growth is flirting with an
outright recession this year. Inflation is oscillating around the upper bound of the inflation target.
Fiscal accounts are showing a primary deficit, and measures of indebtedness are rising. The current
account deficit is also rising and the country may see a trade deficit in 2014.

External conditions are unlikely to improve in 2015. Brazil was one of the big winners from the
Chinese-driven commodity boom, so it is not surprising that many of the problems we see today began
with the fall in the country’s terms of trade that began in 2011. Whatever the inadequacies of the policy
response, the government does have a point when it argues that external conditions have been a big

part of the slower growth seen since 2011.

Unfortunately, there is no relief in sight. Next year promises a continuation of global trends seen this year, which are all intertwined:
lower commodity prices, a stronger US dollar, higher rates and credit spreads for emerging markets. History is fairly clear: emerging
market cycles last many years, and we will only perhaps see the end of the current down cycle once the US Federal Reserve fully
normalises monetary policy. We are still very far from that day.

The combination of hostile external conditions and weak starting conditions means that economic adjustments are inevitable. What is
under discussion is the nature and speed of the adjustment. The best way to think about the nature of the adjustment process is to look
at the effects of the booming 2004-2010 period and “run them backwards”.

During the boom, rising terms of trade and ample flow of capital generated wealth effects that boosted both external and domestic
demand. These external shocks were potentialised by initially orthodox macroeconomic policies; smart microeconomic reforms during
the first years of the Lula government impacting credit and real estate markets; and a series of programmes and policy choices
generating more equitable income distribution. Brazil, unlike most other emerging markets, became a less unequal society during the
boom years.

Other effects were not, at least from a post-boom perspective, so benign. The currency appreciated greatly in real terms. Exports came
to be more and more from the commodity sector. The service sector (unencumbered by import competition) boomed, pushing up wages
for the whole economy. Industry progressively lost space, with profit margins being squeezed by higher labour and other costs and
lower revenues due to increasing imports.

For a country with Brazil’s comparative advantages, the rise of commodity exports and services at the expense of industry would be an
optimal response in a world of permanently higher commodity prices. Unfortunately, as is now abundantly clear, commodity prices are
very volatile, and too many investment and spending decisions were made as if the China-led boom was a permanent feature of the
global economy. These will have to be rethought and corrected.

In the present situation, doing nothing from a policy perspective would inevitably lead to a bust. One way or another, domestic
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absorption must decrease and consumption as a share of GDP and labour costs must fall.

Fortunately, the re-elected government of President Dilma Rousseff, after a polarising campaign, has started well, nominating Joaquim
Levy as its finance minister and Nelson Barbosa as planning minister, with Alexandre Tombini staying at the central bank.

This new “economic triumvirate” has outlined the start of a credible, but gradual, adjustment plan. Next year will see contractionary
fiscal, monetary and credit policy. Growth is sure to suffer further at first, and still-strong labour markets will likely weaken.

What are the risks to the adjustment process? They are political and external.

If the external environment takes an unexpected turn for the worse, then Brazil – and many other emerging economies – will not have
the luxury of pursuing gradual adjustments. This is unlikely, we believe, but Brazil should be prepared.

Finally, will the government have the will to stick to its adjustment plan long enough to eventually reap the benefits? If not, Brazil may
find itself in the worst of all possible worlds, suffering from the negative impact of half-hearted adjustment measures without the
offsetting benefits.

We remain optimistic that Brazil will pull through. We see many domestic and political affinities between the present situation and
what the country faced in 2003. Back then, of course, the emerging market boom cycle was just beginning, and that made everything
much easier. Nonetheless, if the new economic team is given the freedom to implement its adjustment program, and the external
environment does not become more hostile than already expected, Brazil can look forward to better years after the adjustment. For
Brazil, patience and perseverance will be the key words for 2015.

Tony Volpon is head of EM research, Americas, at Nomura Securities International.

This is the fourth in a series of guest posts on the outlook for 2015.
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